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ABSTRACT
Facial landmark detection has been widely adopted for body language analysis and facial iden-
tification task. A variety of facial landmark detectors have been proposed in different approaches,
such as AAM, AdaBoost, LBF and DPM. However, most detectors were trained and tested on high
resolution images with controlled environments. Recent study has focused on robust landmark de-
tectors and obtained increasing excellent performance under different poses and light conditions.
However, it remains an open question about implementing facial landmark detection in extremely
dark images. Our implementation is to build an application for facial expression analysis in ex-
tremely dark environments by landmarks. To address this problem, we explored different dark
image enhancement methods to facilitate landmark detection. And we designed landmark correct-
ness methods to evaluate landmarks’ localization. This step guarantees the accuracy of expression
recognition. Then, we analyzed the feature extraction methods, such as HOG, polar coordinate
and landmarks’ distance, and normalization methods for facial expression recognition. Compared
with the existing facial expression recognition system, our system is more robust in the dark envi-
ronment, and performs very well in detecting happy and surprising.
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NOMENCLATURE
KDEF The Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces
NMF Non-negative Matrix Factorization
HDR High dynamic range
LIME Low-Light Image Enhancement
GAN Generative Adversarial Network
WGAN Wasserstein GAN
HOG Histogram Oriented Gradients
AAM Active Appearance Model
LBF Local Binary Feature
SVM Support Vector Machine
RCPR Robust Cascaded Pose Regression
GSF 2EFR Geometric Shaped Facial Feature Extraction for Face Recognition
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1. INTRODUCTION
It has been suggested that body language constitutes more than 60 percent of what people
communicate, learning to understand body languages has great potentials in many areas such as
intelligent human-computer interaction, emotion recognition and behavior prediction. With the
achievements in object detection and tracking, human body language analysis has attracted a lot
of attentions, especially facial expression analysis. Facial expressions convey the emotional state
and physical sensations of an individual. There have been many applications, such as patient mon-
itoring system and computer entertainments, which analyzed human facial expressions. Due to the
complexity of facial expressions, especially those inappreciable micro-expressions, researchers de-
signed different patterns to represent human facial features. While facial expression recognition
has been implemented in a multitude of approaches, such as LBF(local binary pattern)[10], non-
negative matrix factorization(NMF)[53] and sparse learning[54], we noticed the recent achieve-
ments in facial landmark detection could provide an alternative method for facial expression anal-
ysis. Since most of existing facial landmark detectors are based on 2D image input, they suffer
from variant environments, especially illumination. This problem is inevitable in practical appli-
cation environments.
Our study is to build an application for facial expression recognition in extremely dark environ-
ment. This implementation can be categorized into four parts: dark image processing, landmark
detection, feature extraction and facial expression detection. On each step, we utilized cutting-edge
techniques to boost the performance. The biggest barrier for our study is the limitation of dataset.
There is no existing dataset with extremely dark images with annotated facial landmarks or ex-
pressions. This is because it’s difficult for the professional annotators to annotate on extremely
dark image. Due to the limitation of dataset, we didn’t design a new facial landmark detection
model, but utilized dark image enhancement techniques. We compared different landmark detec-
tors’ performance in the processed images and added correctness methods to promote accuracy.





2.1 Dark Image Enhancement
Commonly, images captured in dark environments challenge computer vision techniques due
to low contrast and high ISO noise. To address this problem, many dark image enhancement
approaches have been proposed. Contrast stretching and histogram equalization [3] are two basic
enhancement techniques to dark images. These two methods enlarge the contrast by redistributing
intensities in a larger histogram range. [39] proposes adaptive histogram equalization to overcome
the challenge of unbalanced enhancement in different areas. Several histograms corresponding to
different sections of the image are computed and used to redistribute the illumination.
Retinex[29][35][38] is the theory of human color vision proposed by Edwin Land to account
for color sensations. The dark images are decomposed to reflection map and illumination map.
Reflection component preserves the texture and illumination map preserves the lightness infor-
mation. [16] imposes regulation terms to Retinex to stabilize the output illumination. Low-light
image enhancement(LIME)[20] further proposes a structure prior to the illumination map as the
reference for enhancement.
Recently, deep learning has been widely used in computer vision. It has been proved successful
in many areas, such as super-resolution[14], denoising[28][45] and deblurring[2]. Also, many
learning-based approaches were proposed for dark image enhancement. [44] utilizes convolutional
neural network[27] to estimate the transmission rate in different areas of the image. LL-Net[32]
designed a deep auto encoder to learn joint denoising and enhancement on the patchs. Retinex-
Net[47] coordinates the Retinex theory[29] and deep neural networks. It uses the neural network
for reflection/illumination decomposition.
More recently, GANs[18] have accomplished great achievements in image synthesis[21] and
segmentation[52]. Retinex-GAN[42] decomposed paired dark-bright images into reflection map
and illumination map by a neural network, and GAN was responsible to generate a new illumi-
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nation map and construct a new image. EnlightenGAN[22] achieves impressive visual results
with unpaired training images. EnlightenGAN extracts content features by VGG, and adds self-
attention to generator to constrict texture features. EnlightenGAN randomly selected 5 patches and
implemented sub-discriminators to handle variant enhancement rates in different areas. [11] intro-
duced Wasserstein GAN(WGAN)[4] and individual batch normalization to CycleGAN for image
enhancement.
2.2 Facial Landmark Detection
The goal of facial landmark detection is to detect key-points in human faces. The first step of
facial landmark detection is to localize face regions in the image. Then, predict facial landmarks
in the face region. There are three major approaches for facial landmark detection: HOG [24],
ASM[30] and LBF[10]. HOG divides image into numbers of blocks. Gradients are calculated
within an image per block. Constituted a pixel map by the magnitude and direction of change in
the pixels within the block. After extracting features by HOG, trains SVM model to predict the
location of landmarks. ASM has a template for facial landmarks. First, suggest a tentative shape by
adjusting the shape points’ location. Second, conform the tentative shape to a global shape model.
Repeat these two steps. LBF learns a feature mapping function to generate local binary features.
Given the features and target shapes, update the mapping function by learning regression.
Although the lab-controlled landmark detection systems have achieved high accuracy, the real-
world appliance faces many challenges. [7] and [50] improve landmark localization under oc-
clusion by multi-pose regression. [36] efficiently constructs strong representations to disentangle
highly nonlinear relationships between images and shapes. Style-Aggregated Network [15] was
proposed to generate robust landmarks in variant image styles. [49] utilizes boundary lines as the
geometric structure of a human face to help facial landmark localization. FAN[6] explores facial
landmark detection to 3D.
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2.3 Facial Feature Extraction
Facial feature extraction is the process of extracting face component features, such as eyes,
nose, lips, etc, from face image. Facial feature extraction plays an important role in face recog-
nition, face tracking and expression analysis. [48] extracts the biometric features of the face
and the K-mean method is used to cluster the face features. Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT)[19][1] has sparingly been used in 3D face recognition. Recently, [5] focuses on eyes detec-
tion and designs Geometric Shaped Facial Feature Extraction for Face Recognition (GSF 2EFR)
to identify the person by finding the center and corners of the eye using eye detection and eye
localization modules.
2.4 Facial Expression Recognition
Facial expression recognition systems can be widely applied to various research areas. [25]
proposed a simple and effective CNN to extract facial expression features. [37] proposed learning-
based approach to build the saliency map for each emotion respectively. [41] designed a frame
pattern for facial landmarks and used it to extract facial features and predict facial expressions.
In order to reduce errors, [41] used SVD to extract principle components for each feature respec-
tively and designed a pattern to eliminate noise. Khan[26] proposed a framework to detect facial
expressions based on landmarks, but didn’t investigate in feature normalization methods.
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3. METHODOLOGY
Our objective is to build an application for facial expression recognition in the dark. As far
as we know, there is no existing facial landmark detection model performing well in very dark
environments. SAN[15] proposes a robust landmark detection model in multi-style images, but it
can’t handle extremely dark images well. Our first approach was to retrain a landmark detector
to overcome the challenge of lack of illumination. However, we didn’t find existing dataset with
people in very dark image with both annotated landmarks and expression. SAN utilized Photo-
Shop to convert annotated face images into a variety of styles and created a paired dataset, but
we tended to use natural dark images, since landmark detection model might learn to remove ar-
tificial features, instead of handing variant dark environments. Due to lack of dataset that fulfills
our requirements, we decided not to retrain a landmark detection model by artificial en-darking
images, but further looked into how factors affects facial landmark detection and introduce image
enhancement technique to facilitate landmark detection.
3.1 Dark Image Process
3.1.1 Landmark Detectors in Dark
Due to lack of illumination, most pixels of a dark image are in a narrow low-intensity range
and landmark detection models can’t perform very well. Before we process the input dark image,
we tested facial landmark detectors in the dark.
There is no existing dataset with face in the dark environments. Therefore, we recorded three
video clips. In each video clip, a person presents different expressions with random occlusion in
the dark environment. We set a basic illumination levels for each clip individually. During each
video clip, the lightness is adjusted subtly. We extracted one frame every 5 seconds.
Table 3.1 shows the affects of illumination to three basic and popular landmark detectors, open-
pose(CNN based)[8] landmark detector, dlib landmark detector(HOG based)[51] and OpenCV
LBF landmark detector(LBF based)[10]. Extract 90 frames from dark videos with very low light,
6
78 with medium low light and 85 from lightly low light. While the lightness decreases, the rate of
frames that can be detected keeps decreasing.







1 37/90 49/90 18/90
2 67/78 67/78 48/90
3 81/85 85/85 78/90
Table 3.1: Detecting Rate in 3 Levels
3.1.2 Contrast Stretching and Histogram Equalization
An intuitive method to help landmark detection is to stretch the contrast and enlarge intensities
difference. Contrast Stretching simply ’stretches’ the range of intensity to a larger range. The
average value of R,G,B channels is regarded as the intensity.




Iout and Iin represent the output intensity and input intensity. Ilowest and Ihighest are the mini-
mum intensity and the maximum intensity of all pixels in the input image.
In dark images, pixels’ intensities intend to cluster in a small range, histogram equalization
stretches the distribution of intensities globally. Adaptive histogram equalization considers the
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variants in different parts of the image. By dividing the image into some small blocks, Adaptive
histogram equalization stretches the intensities in every block instead of the entire image.










dlib’s Face Landmarks 49/90 56/90 72/90 70/90
Table 3.2: Landmark Detection Comparison.
From our observation, histogram equalization and adaptive histogram equalization are helpful
to landmark detection, but their improvements are limited.
According to Retinex theory, a given image can be decomposed into two different maps: the
reflection map R and the illumination map L. The reflection map R preserves the texture of the
reflective object and the illumination map L determines the brightness. We selected the easiest
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way for decomposition. Since the frequency of L is much higher than the frequency of R, we used
a low-pass filter to remove L. Then, applied a new illumination map with higher brightness to the
reflected map R and constructed the new image. Furthermore, implementing different scales of
Guassian filters could maintain high image fidelity and compress the dynamic range of the image.
Figure 3.2: Retinex Theory
3.1.3 Learning-based Dark Image Enhancement
Because of lack of paired database, we designed a CycleGAN-based dark enhancement model.
Besides enlighteness, this model should be able to reduce noise spots on the output image and
sharpen the edges. Inspired by histogram equalization, we added edge histogram loss to remove
haze and blur on the output image. To preserve the textures, we leveraged VGG to extract texture
features of the input and output image and restrict texture loss.
We assembled an unpaired dataset with 1000 low light images and 1000 high light images.
Those images were random selected from Exdark [31] and LOL[46] datasets.
We used U-Net for generator and PatchGAN for discriminator. Our U-Net generator is imple-
mented with 10 convolutional blocks. At the downsampling stage, each block consists of two 4×4
convolutional layers, followed by LeakyReLu and a batch normalization layer. At the upsampling
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stage, we replaced the standard deconvolutional layer by one upsampling layer plus one convolu-
tional layer to reduce the checkerboard artifacts. VGG16 was used to extract texture features, and
wasserstein distance was used for edge histogram loss.
Our model is trained for 50 epochs. We use the Adam optimizer with the learning rate of 1e-4
and the batch size is set to be 32.
Figure 3.3: Architecture of my CycleGAN-based model
Figure 3.4: Architecture of my CycleGAN Generator
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Input Retinex LIME RetinexNet EnlightenGANMy Model
Image
dlib 49/90 81/90 65/90 78/90 79/90 73/90
Table 3.3: Comparison of Different Enhancement Approaches.
According to the results above, Retinex, RetinexNet and EnlightenGAN have the best results
for landmark detection. LIME tends to bring disorder on the image, RetinexNet blurs the image,
EnlightenGAN has the best visual effects. My model tends the over-enlighten the image, but
eliminate noise spots than others. This is not as helpful to landmark detection as expected, but will
help landmark correction.
3.2 Landmark Detection
After dark image enhancement, we need to process the enhanced image to facilitate landmark
detection.
• Convert RGB image to gray scale.
• Implement fast NL-Means method to remove noise spots.
• Sharpen the edges.
From our observation, color provides no useful information for landmark detection. The only
information landmark detectors needed is the intensity and gradient. So gray-scale image is easier
for landmark detector to process. NL-Means method can remove reduce ISO noise effectively.
Sharper edges can facilitate landmark detection a lot. The first step of facial landmark detection is
face localization, then predict the locations of landmarks in the facial area.
Due to the noise brought from darkness, the face detection is quite unstable. A common prob-
lem is it probably locates the face in the incorrect region. Therefore, I added the skin detector
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(a) Before preprocess (b) After Preprocess
Figure 3.5: Image Processing
to avoid this kind of error. After the face detector finds the face area on the image, the skin de-
tector will discriminate all pixels from this area using skin detector. If more than half pixels are
discriminated as skin, we discriminate this area as face.
Below is the conditional statements to discriminate skin and not-skin:[9]
R > 80 and G > 40 and B > 20
maxR,G,B −minR,G,B > 15
|R−G| > 15
R > G and R > B
And from our test, these statements can detect the main skin colors in Figure 3.5. We observed
there is still a problem about how to detect dark skin in very dark environment, but our detector
has covered a large range of skin colors.
Skin detector is helpful to avoid incorrect face detection failure cases in Table 3.5: incorrect
location in the dark environment, mask or painting.
From our observation, the locations of landmarks are not convincing in some cases. To further
stabilize the location of landmarks, we applied landmark correctness, mainly for eyebrows and
lips.
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Figure 3.6: Main Skin Colors[12]
(a) Location Error (b) Color Error (c) Stretch Error
Figure 3.7: Face Detection Failure Cases
The facial landmark correction has four steps:
• Extract facial feature regions by landmarks.
• Smooth Edges by Gaussion filter.
• Utilized k-means to obtain sharp edges.
• Calculate the confidence of each landmark by the distance from the landmark to the edges.
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(a) Eyebrow (b) K-means Classification (c) Edge Detection
Figure 3.8: Edge Detecting
(a) Eyebrow Region (b) Confidence Distribution[13]
Figure 3.9: Confidence Distribution.
For each landmark, use the 1/10 of the distance from the landmark to its adjacent landmark as
σ. X coordinate is the distance from the landmark to the edge, Y is the confidence of the landmark.
If the distance between one landmark and the edge exceeds 2σ, we discriminate it as failure. If
the average distance for all lanmarks to the edges exceeds σ, the detection of this facial image is
failure. In Table 3.7 (a), the red region is where the landmarks locate at [-σ, σ], the blue region is
where the landmarks locate at [-2σ, -σ] and [σ, 2σ].
3.3 Feature Extraction
It’s unnecessary to consider all 68 landmarks, for example, the leftmost landmark and the right
landmark seems no movement in all emotions. The Facial Action Coding System(FACS)[40] was
introduced by Carl-Herman Hjortsjö in 1970 to represent the relation between facial muscle move-
ments and emotions. Then, it was subsequently developed further by Paul Ekman, and Wallace
Friesen. Referring to FACS, I selected left eye, left eyebrow, right eye, right eyebrow, nose, lip
and jaw are generally to describe a human face expression. Figure 3.7 shows the selected points.
There are different feature extraction methods for facial landmarks, we examined HOG feature
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Figure 3.10: Detected Land-
marks
Figure 3.11: Selected Land-
marks
descriptor, polar coordinate and points distance.
3.3.1 HOG Feature Descriptor
HOG splits the image into many small blocks, and uses the histogram of gradient of each
block as the feature of that block respectively. we used the HOG the blocks where the selected
landmarks are located at as the features. But later, HOG features were found too subtle to reflect
useful information for facial expressions.
3.3.2 Polar Coordinate
Use the vector starting at the nose tip and ending at the eyebrow center as the polar axis.
Construct 20 feature vectors starting from the nose tip and ends at other landmarks. Each feature
vector is represented by two parameters, magnitude and angle.
3.3.3 Points Distances
We consider the distances between all distinct pairs of landmark points. Some pairs, like the
inner corner points of two eyes, contains no useful information. But some pairs, like the point on
the left corner of lips and the right corner of lips, are very helpful for expression recognition. We
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Figure 3.12: Polar Coordinate.
selected 14 feature distances in total.
3.3.4 Normalization
Due to the variant of face shapes and distance from camera to face, normalization is necessary.
We used the distance from the nose lip to the eyebrows’ center as the normalization distance. All
distances are normalized by this distance.
Before we trained machine learning model. All features must be normalized to [0, 1]. Suppose




, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n,
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Name Distance
Left Eyebrow Length Dis(0, 1)
Right Eyebrow Length Dis(2, 3)
Left Outer Eyebrow Height Dis(4, 10)
Right Outer Eyebrow Height Dis(6, 12)
Left Inner Eyebrow Height Dis(0, 8)
Right Inner Eyebrow Height Dis(3, 9)
Left Eye Height Dis(10, 11)
Right Eye Height Dis(12, 13)
Mouth Height Dis(14, 15)
Mouth Width Dis(16, 17)
Left Lip Height Dis(5, 17)
Right Lip Height Dis(7, 16)
Upper Lip Height Dis(18, 19)
Jaw Height Dis(20, 19)
Table 3.4: Selected Features.
Name Distance
Eyes Center mid(5, 7)
Norm Distance Dis(19, mid(5, 7))
Table 3.5: Selected distance for normalization.
where µi and σi are mean and standard deviation of the ith feature across the training data. This
normalization methods can guarantee 98% of features are located in [0,1], and we crop the features
that exceed this range to 0 or 1.
3.4 Facial Expressions Recognition
Since the selected feature is simple, we trained poly SVM, Random Forest Tree and MLP




To analyze the performance of image processing, we took a dark video record in 60 seconds
with 827 frames. Table 4.1 compares landmark detection before and after processing. The rate of
detection has been promoted significantly.
(a) 322/827 (b) 724/827
Figure 4.1: Facial Landmark Detection on Video Sample
4.2 Expression Recognition
4.2.1 Dataset
KDEF[17] dataset has 4900 images from 70 actress. Every participate expresses 7 emotions:
neutral, happy, angry, afraid, disgusted, sad and surprised. Every expression is taken from 5 angles:
full left, half left, straight, half right, full right. In our implementation, we focused on frontal face.
JAFFE[34] dataset has 213 images from 10 Japanese actress. Every participate expresses 7
emotions: neutral, happy, angry, afraid, disgusted, sad and surprised. Each image has averaged
semantic ratings on 6 emotion adjectives by 60 Japanese viewers. All images are taken from the
front.
CK/CK+[23][33] recorded the facial behavior of 210 adults. Participants were instructed by an
experimenter to perform a series of 23 facial displays.
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(a) Happy with Frontal Face
(b) Happy with half left profile
Figure 4.2: Expression Recognition Sample
We trained the model by KDEF dataset. The dataset is split into two parts; 90% for training
and 10% for testing. JAFFE and CK/CK+ dataset are used for cross-dataset testing.
4.2.2 Results
4.2.3 Discussion
From our test, points distance is a better method than polar coordinate for facial expression
recognition. And if two methods are used together, the accuracy will be boosted. SVM performs
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Expression Polar Coordinate Points Distance Polar Coordinate + Points Distance
Poly SVM Random Forest MLP Poly SVM Random Forest MLP Poly SVM Random Forest MLP
afraid 0.72 0.86 0.50 0.70 0.62 0.74 0.67 0.62 0.62
angry 0.70 0.67 0.56 0.65 0.65 0.62 0.71 0.77 0.89
disgusted 0.68 0.61 0.65 0.77 0.65 0.75 1.00 0.80 1.00
happy 0.92 0.92 0.91 1.00 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
neutral 0.65 0.61 0.56 0.78 0.71 0.70 0.85 0.75 0.64
sad 0.67 0.68 0.65 0.67 0.55 0.70 0.89 0.67 0.70
surprised 0.87 0.81 0.67 0.91 0.85 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82
average 0.74 0.74 0.64 0.78 0.71 0.76 0.85 0.78 0.83
Table 4.1: Accuracy for Polar Coordinate and Points Distance Features.
Truth/Prediction afraid angry disgusted happy neutral sad surprised
afraid 13 1 2 1 4 1 4
angry 3 16 4 0 2 1 0
disgusted 1 3 19 1 0 1 0
happy 0 0 1 24 0 1 0
neutral 0 1 0 0 20 4 0
sad 1 2 2 0 5 16 0
surprised 0 0 0 0 0 0 26
Table 4.2: Polar Coordinate SVM Confusion Matrix.
Truth/Prediction afraid angry disgusted happy neutral sad surprised
afraid 13 0 2 1 4 1 5
angry 0 17 6 0 2 1 0
disgusted 0 4 17 1 0 3 0
happy 1 0 1 22 1 1 0
neutral 0 2 0 0 22 1 0
sad 1 3 3 0 6 13 0
surprised 0 0 0 0 4 1 21
Table 4.3: Polar Coordinate Random Forest Confusion Matrix.
Truth/Prediction afraid angry disgusted happy neutral sad surprised
afraid 8 1 2 1 3 0 11
angry 1 19 2 0 3 1 0
disgusted 3 8 11 1 0 1 1
happy 1 0 1 21 1 2 0
neutral 1 2 0 0 19 2 1
sad 2 4 1 0 8 11 0
surprised 0 0 0 0 0 0 24
Table 4.4: Polar Coordinate MLP Confusion Matrix.
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Truth/Prediction afraid angry disgusted happy neutral sad surprised
afraid 19 2 0 0 1 2 2
angry 0 20 2 0 0 4 0
disgusted 1 4 20 0 0 0 0
happy 1 0 1 23 0 1 0
neutral 1 2 2 0 18 2 0
sad 0 3 1 0 4 18 0
surprised 5 0 0 0 0 0 21
Table 4.5: Points Distance Poly SVM Confusion Matrix.
Truth/Prediction afraid angry disgusted happy neutral sad surprised
afraid 16 1 1 2 1 1 4
angry 3 13 6 0 1 3 0
disgusted 1 4 20 0 0 0 0
happy 1 0 1 23 0 1 0
neutral 0 0 0 0 17 8 0
sad 0 2 3 0 5 16 0
surprised 4 0 0 0 0 0 22
Table 4.6: Points Distance Random Forest Confusion Matrix.
Truth/Prediction afraid angry disgusted happy neutral sad surprised
afraid 17 1 0 0 3 0 5
angry 3 15 4 0 1 3 0
disgusted 0 4 21 0 0 0 0
happy 0 0 1 24 0 1 0
neutral 0 2 0 0 21 2 0
sad 1 2 2 0 5 16 0
surprised 2 0 0 0 0 1 24
Table 4.7: Points Distance MLP Confusion Matrix.
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Model KDEF JAFFE CK/CK+
Polar Coordinate SVM 0.74 0.63 0.57
Random Forest 0.74 0.60 0.53
MLP 0.64 0.58 0.55
Points Distance SVM 0.78 0.67 0.62
Random Forest 0.71 0.60 0.55




SVM 0.85 0.72 0.64
Random Forest 0.74 0.60 0.55
MLP 0.81 0.72 0.68
Table 4.8: Cross-dataset Test.
the best among SVM, Random Forest and MLP. We find happy and surprised are easier to rec-
ognize than other expressions. The model tends to confuse sad/neutral. Some philosophy study
doesn’t count afraid as one of the seven main expressions, since it is more complicated than oth-
ers. But it is still an important expression in our real life, we still take afraid into consideration in
our application. The cross-dataset test shows the accuracy decreases in other dataset. To build a
robust facial expression recognition application, a big dataset is necessary. And, the normalization
methods may be improved. It can be adjusted according to the face shapes or other geometric
features.
To evaluate the features we extract from points distance, we used ANOVA and Random Forest
to analyze the association between features and expressions. Higher value means higher impor-
tance. Both ANOVA and Random Forest regards mouth as the most important feature for expres-
sion recognition. It matches our assumption, since the movement of mouth is obvious than other
facial features. Besides mouth, eye and eyebrow are measured as the most important feature. This
also matches our life experiences. Eyebrow is a very flexible feature on the face. By observing
the related position between eyebrows and eyes, we can recognize human’s expression. Eyebrow
height is regarded as useless information. We think it is because even though eyebrow is flexible,
its weight has no change for different expressions.
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Name ANOVA F-value Random Forest
Left Eyebrow Length 6.1837 0.0347
Right Eyebrow Length 5.6474 0.0346
Left Outer Eyebrow Height 183.4206 0.0912
Right Outer Eyebrow Height 188.7228 0.0818
Left Inner Eyebrow Height 125.2920 0.0609
Right Inner Eyebrow Height 129.4476 0.0642
Left Eye Height 204.5092 0.0794
Right Eye Height 220.0162 0.0897
Mouth Height 175.4912 0.1294
Mouth Width 229.9945 0.1256
Left Lip Height 125.1850 0.0537
Right Lip Height 133.1062 0.0638
Upper Lip Height 66.1808 0.0539
Jaw Height 41.5754 0.0372
Table 4.9: Points Distance and its ANOVA F-value and Random Forest importance score.
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5. SUMMARY
In this study, we explore various techniques for landmark detection and expression recognition
in dark environments. We examine different computer vision techniques for dark image enhance-
ment, such as contrast stretching, histogram equalization, Retinex and learning-base approaches
to facilitate landmark detection. We designed a CycleGAN-based dark image enhancement model
that sharpens edges and reduces ISO noise. Then, we used skin detection and edge detection to
improve the accuracy of landmark location. With the detected landmarks, we trained a landmark-
based expression recognition model and built a real-time expression recognition application in the
dark. This application has the potential in smart home, patient monitoring and surveillance. A
limiting factor to this study is there is no existing dataset with annotated expressions and facial
landmarks in dark environments. We recorded some dark video clips with variant face angles,
pose, backgrounds and brightness, but it couldn’t simulate practical environment very well. The
facial expression is quite subjective to people. For example, in the similar facial expression, some
people look neutral and other people look sad. The low accuracy of neutral and sad approves this
idea. The features are extracted by the euclidean distance of landmarks and polar coordinates, to
handle different face shapes and face distances, we introduced normalization to promote the ac-
curacy in our test. However, to handle more complicated environment, like face angle, pose and
occlusion, new normalization methods need to be proposed.
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